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Abstract—This paper addresses the problem of visual control
of a set of mobile robots. In our framework, the perception
system consists of an uncalibrated flying camera performing an
unknown general motion. The robots are assumed to undergo
planar motion considering nonholonomic constraints. The goal
of the control task is to drive the multi-robot system to a desired
rendezvous configuration relying solely on visual information
given by the flying camera. The desired multi-robot configuration
is defined with an image of the set of robots in that configuration
without any additional information. We propose a homography-
based framework relying on the homography induced by the
multi-robot system, that gives a desired homography to be used
to define the reference target, and a new image-based control law
that drives the robots to the desired configuration by imposing a
rigidity constraint. This paper extends our previous work and the
main contributions are that the motion constraints on the flying
camera are removed, the control law is improved by reducing
the number of required steps, the stability of the new control
law is proved, and real experiments are provided to validate the
proposal.

Index Terms—Multiple mobile robots, visual control, homog-
raphy, formation.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Nowadays, multi-robot systems are an important research
area in robotics. It is known that a multi-robot system can
perform tasks that are difficult for one single robot such as
exploration, surveillance, security or rescue applications. One
of the research topics in this area deals with the problem
of maintaining the robot team in a particular configuration.
Different issues can be tackled within this topic, such as
navigation in formation [1], flocking of multiple robots [2],
or path following in formation [3]. Some other related works
are the leader-follower approach in [4], where the orientation
deviations between the leaders and followers are explicitly
controlled; [5], where consensus algorithms are used for
rendezvous and formation control of multiple robots; or [6]
where limited information constraints are considered.
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In this work, we considered a framework with a centralized
setup. By now, the various tradeoffs and shortcomings of cen-
tralized and decentralized approaches have been investigated
[4], [7], [8], [9], [10]. Some of the advantages of adopting a
centralized approach is that it allows to use simple and cheap
robots, and releases their local resources transferring expensive
computations to an external computer.

Vision has been extensively used for robot localization,
navigation and control [11]. Visual control is an extensive
field of research in the design of motion controllers and it has
focused the attention of many researchers [12], [13]. Some
examples of the application of vision to tasks performed by
multiple mobile robots are the localization method presented
in [14], the vision-based formation control with feedback-
linearization in [7] or for robot coordination [9]. Another
related work is [15], that aims to enable groups of mobile
robots to visually maintain formations in the absence of
communication.

In general, visual information is more robust if multiple
view geometry constraints are imposed [16], [17]. The ho-
mography is a well-known geometric model across two views
induced by a plane of the scene, that has been used often
for visual control [18], [19], [20], [21]. Here, we propose
a homography-based control approach that takes advantage
of the planar motion constraint of the nonholonomic robots
to parameterize the homography. The visual information is
acquired by a flying camera performing an unknown arbitrary
general motion, and the image features used to compute the
homography are the projection of the multiple robots on
the image plane. The goal of the task to fulfill is to drive
the multiple robots to a desired rendezvous configuration
defined by an image previously taken of that configuration. In
this framework, the computed homography gives information
about the actual configuration of the set of robots. In particular,
it can be known if the motion performed by the robots is
rigid, i.e. they maintain the desired configuration defined by
the reference image, or nonrigid, meaning that the robots are in
a different configuration to the one desired. To our knowledge,
this is the first time the homography model is proposed
for visual control of a multi-robot system. Unlike classical
approaches with individual robots, here the homography is
not decomposed to get pose parameters of the system. For
instance, approaches based on pose information can be found
in [3], [22]. Our proposed image-based control scheme avoids
the need of camera calibration of position-based approaches.

Some drawbacks of classical image-based approaches are
the singularities of the interaction matrix, local minima and the
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Fig. 1. Multi-robot and camera framework: The robots undergo planar motion
in thex−y plane of the global reference and the camera performs an unknown
general motion.

difficulty of taking into account the nonholonomic constraints
of the robotic platforms. In order to solve the task considered
and overcome these issues, a new image-based control law
using an uncalibrated flying camera is proposed, in which a
desired homography is defined as a reference for the control
so as to drive the robots to the desired configuration. Notice
that classical image-based approaches cannot be used directly
in our framework, since we essentially work with image
information that consists of a nonrigid scene.

In our previous paper [23], we presented the homography-
based framework, that provides a homography constraint to
be used to define the reference target, and an image-based
control law that drives the robots to the desired configuration.
In that work, the flying calibrated camera was constrained
to a planar motion, in such a way that its translation was
parallel to the robot’s plane of motion and the rotation was
parallel to the plane normal. Here, the camera motion is
not constrained and as a result, the uncalibrated camera can
perform any 3D motion. We now extend the work of [23]
with the following contributions: The flying camera motion
constraints are removed with a new target homography compu-
tation procedure; The control law is also improved by reducing
the number of required steps to fulfill the task and the stability
analysis is also provided; In addition, the proposal is tested in
real experiments with a set of robots. The advantages of the
approach presented are that any arbitrary desired configuration
can be easily defined with one image, avoiding the need of
additional information except for the computation of the line
at infinity and the circular points. Another advantage of our
approach is that unknown general arbitrary camera motion is
allowed without affecting the control performance.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the
image information processed for the parametrization of the
homography and the definition of the desired homography
for reaching the multi-robot rendezvous configuration. The
control law for the multi-robot system is presented in sec-
tion III including the stability analysis of the control scheme.
Simulations and real experiments are given in Section IV to
illustrate the performance of the proposed approach.

II. H OMOGRAPHY-BASED SCHEME

The setup of the multi-robot system and the flying camera
is illustrated in Fig. 1, where the global fixed left-handed

coordinate system is depicted. In the following, we introduce
the homography and describe the method to linearly compute
the homography from only two correspondences by taking
advantage of the parametrization obtained after performing
image rectification. Finally, we define the target homography
that corresponds to the the desired configuration of the multi-
robot system. This target homography is used as control
reference in Section III.

A. The Homography

Two perspective images can be geometrically linked through
a plane by a homographyHu ∈ R3×3 , where subindexu
stands for uncalibrated. This projective transformationHu

relates points of the plane projected in both images. Pairs of
corresponding points (pu,p′u) are then related up to scale by
p′u = Hu pu, where the point coordinates are given in pixels
and the homography is uncalibrated. The point coordinates can
be transformed into a calibrated retina by using the intrinsic
camera calibration encapsulated by matrixK ∈ R3×3 [24] by
means of the expressionspc = K−1 pu and p′c = K−1 p′u,
where subindexc stands for calibrated. Then, the calibrated
homographyHc relates corresponding calibrated points up to
scale byp′c = Hc pc and it is related with the uncalibrated
homography:Hc = K−1HuK. The calibrated homography
can be related to camera motion and plane parameters as
follows:

Hc = R + TnT /d , (1)

whereR ∈ R3×3 and T ∈ R3 are respectively the relative
rotation and translation of the camera,n ∈ R3 is the unit
normal of the plane with respect to the reference camera
frame andd is the distance alongn between the plane and
the reference position.

In our framework, the mobile robots move in a planar
surface that generates the homography. We also let the camera
to undergo a general 3D motion instead of constraining its
motion to be parallel to this planar surface, as in [23]. Notice
that the distanced is the height of the camera with respect
to the motion plane of the robots. In this framework, the
uncalibrated homography matrix is given by

Hu =




h11 h12 h13

h21 h22 h23

h31 h32 h33


 , (2)

which is the general form of a projective transformation.
Hereafter, and unlike in [23], the camera calibration matrixK
is unknown and not computed. Thus, the image information
is used in uncalibrated coordinates leading to the uncalibrated
homographyHu.

B. Multi-Robot Image Rectification

The projection of the robot formation on the image depends
on the actual multi-robot configuration and the motion of
the camera. The approach proposed needs to abstract the
information of the multi-robot formation from the camera
motion effects. This is done through a particular parametriza-
tion of the homography. However, to succeed, the productivity
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encapsulated by the homography needs to be generated only
from the relative motion of the robots. Then, the camera
motion is required to affect the homography only up to a
similarity transformation. This condition is met in [23] by
constraining the motion of the camera to a parallel plane with
respect to the robot’s plane of motion, maintaining a constant
height. Here, the camera undergoes a general motion, and
in this case, there is an ambiguity with respect to the scale
factor: it is not possible to distinguish an expansion/contraction
of the robot formation from the camera moving towards or
away from the robots. In order to solve this issue the acquired
images are rectified before carrying out the homography and
control computations presented in the following sections.

Different methods can be used to remove projective and
affine distortions from images. Affine rectification was used
in [25] for the problem of matching of planar structures. That
method is based on the detection of the vanishing line of the
plane for reducing the transformation from world to image
plane to an affinity. The rectification of the image can be
stratified in two steps: first the affine properties and then the
metric properties are recovered [26]. A rectification procedure
is investigated in [27] describing how to recover affinity from
parallel lines and metric properties from known angles in the
plane by using automatic detection of vanishing points and
orthogonal directions. The rectification process is carried out
in [28] by estimating the image of the absolute conic based
on the identification of circles in the image.

Here we follow the procedure presented in [27], which is
also described in [24], for the rectification of the images to a
similarity transformation. The rectification is performed in two
steps. In the first step, parallel lines are identified to compute
the line at infinityl = (l1, l2, l3)T that will be mapped tol∞ =
(0, 0, 1)T . The line at infinity is used for the affine rectification
of the image points using expressionspA = HA pu andp′A =
HA p′u with the matrixHA defined as

HA =




1 0 0
0 1 0
l1 l2 l3


 . (3)

In the second step, the circular points are determined from
imaged orthogonal lines on the world plane and the image is
rectified to a similarity. The expressions that map the points
to a similarity arepS = HS pA andp′S = HS p′A, where the
matrix HS can be written as

HS =




s11 s12 0
s21 s22 0
0 0 1


 . (4)

This corresponds to a similarity, which is a symmetric matrix
compounded by a rotation and isotropic scaling. The visual
information of each image is given up to an unknown scale
and, finally, we seek a common scale transforming the point
coordinates withp = HE pS and p′ = HE p′S being HE

defined as

HE =




s0 0 0
0 s0 0
0 0 1


 . (5)

The parameters0 is the relative scale factor across the two
images under a similarity transformation. The value ofs0 can
be computed from direct comparison of the length of any
common feature on the images in pixels units. Note that no
metric information of the scene is required in this procedure.
Therefore, the application of transformations (3), (4) and (5)
to the homography gives

H = HA
−1HS

−1HE
−1 Hu HE HS HA . (6)

which is a matrix of the form

H =




h11 h12 h13

h21 h22 h23

0 0 h33


 , (7)

whereh33 = 1 and the upper left hand2× 2 matrix is given
by [

h11 h12

h21 h22

]
=

[
cos θ sin θ

− sin θ cos θ

]
. (8)

The variableθ is a relative angle that encapsulates the relative
rotation of the camera and the multi-robot formation. This
previous matrix (7) is the result of the rectification of the
homography by removing the different distortions of the
general case, corresponding to a projective transformation,
leading to the particular expression (7)-(8).

C. Homography Computation from Two Points

In the framework considered here, the robots are projected
in the image plane and represented by one point per robot.
These points are the image features used to compute the
homographies. Next, the procedure to compute the homogra-
phy H from point correspondences of the rectified images is
described. The uncalibrated homographyHu is a projective
transformation that relates points of the plane projected in
both images up to scale. After the rectification described in
the previous section, the point correspondences are related
as p′ = Hp. The mobile robots move in a planar surface
and form the plane that generates the homography. Following
the procedure previously described, the transformed images
are related by a homography which is conjugate to a planar
Euclidean transformation given by (7). This transformation
produces a translation and rotation and preserves lengths and
angles.

The general homography matrixHu across two views
contains nine entries, but it is defined up to a scale. Therefore,
it has a number of eight degrees of freedom. Given that each
point correspondence accounts for two constraints, the general
projective homographyHu can be computed from a minimal
set of four point correspondences solving a linear system [24].
In our case, the homography has been rectified to the particular
expression of (7), which contains seven entries that are not
null. Again, the homography is defined up to a scale and,
additionally, the constraints on (7)-(8) lead to a number of
three degrees of freedom. Since each point correspondence
provides two constraints, the particular homographyH can be
computed from a minimal set of two point correspondences
solving a linear system, as presented in the following.
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The points considered consist of the projection of the
robots on the image plane, and are denoted in homogeneous
coordinates byp = (px, py, 1). As said before, a point corre-
spondence (p,p′) is related up to scale by the homography as
p′ = Hp, which can be expressed in terms of the vector cross
product asp′ ×Hp = 0. From this expression, two linearly
independent equations in the entries ofH (7) are obtained:

[
px py 1 0 −p′x
py −px 0 1 −p′y

]



h11

h12

h13

h23

h33




= 0 . (9)

As mentioned, each point correspondence gives two indepen-
dent equations. Given thatH is defined by seven unknown
entries, and using the homography constraintsh11 = h22 and
h21 = −h12, a set of two point correspondences allows to
determine the homography up to a scale factor by solving a
linear system. Sinceh33 is never zero because of the particular
form of (7), the scale of the homography can always be
normalized and fixed by this entry.

D. The Target Homography

Each pair of robots induces a homography across two
images, the current image and the image of the desired config-
uration. Given a set ofN robots, the number of homographies
defined by the different pairs of robots isN(N − 1)/2. When
the robots are in formation, the relative motion of the robots
within the formation with respect to the desired configuration
is rigid, i.e. the robots are in the same configuration as in the
target image. In this case, one homography encapsulates the
multi-robot formation, and all the homographies induced by
the different pairs of robots are equal. Otherwise, when the
robots are not in the desired formation, the relative motion of
the set of robots with respect to the desired configuration is
not rigid. In this case, different pairs of robots induce different
homographies. The goal is to define a target homography
induced by the robot set, by solving the linear system (9)
with all the robots simultaneously, in order to lead them to
the desired rendezvous configuration.

In the case in which the robots are in the desired config-
uration, the homography induced by the plane of the robots
in formation is conjugate to a planar Euclidean transformation
given by

Hrigid =




cos θ sin θ h13

− sin θ cos θ h23

0 0 1


 . (10)

A real square matrix is orthogonal if and only if its rows
(or columns) form an orthonormal basis ofRn. Thus, notice
that the upper left hand2 × 2 matrix is orthogonal. The
Euclidean transformation produces a translation and rotation
of the image, and preserves lengths and angles. We also have
that the angle of rotation is encapsulated in the eigenvalues of
(10) given by{1, eiθ, e−iθ}.

The matrix (10) corresponds to homography (7), being
coherent with a rigid scene. This means that the relative motion
of the robots within the formation between the current and

desired configuration is the same, i.e. the formation is rigid
with respect the desired one. In this case, where the robots
are in formation, all the individual homographies induced by
pairs of robots are the same, and they are also equal to the
homography computed from all the robots (10).

In the case in which the robots are not in the desired
configuration, the relative motion of the robots between the
current and target images is not rigid, which means that the
homographies induced by each pair of robots are different.
In this case, the computation of the homography from all the
robots gives a matrix of the form:

Hnonrigid =




s cos θ s sin θ h13

−s sin θ s cos θ h23

0 0 1


 , (11)

where the upper left hand2×2 matrix is no longer orthogonal
for s 6= 1. This previous matrix corresponds to a similarity
transformation, i.e. translation, rotation and isotropic scaling
represented by the scalars. This transformation preserves
angles and ratios of lengths. The eigenvalues of this simi-
larity are{1, s eiθ, s e−iθ} and encapsulate the rotation angle.
Comparison with the expression of the homography (7) yields
to a non-coherent relative motion of the robots. Therefore, the
nonrigid motion of the robots induces a homography which is
valid but not constrained to the expected matrix form (7). It
only remains to define a desired homography likeHnonrigid,
but being induced by a motion that keeps the homography
and rigidity constraints. This can be done by normalizing the
upper left hand2 × 2 matrix of (11) to be orthogonal. Then,
we obtain the desired homography as

Hd = Hnonrigid




1/s 0 0
0 1/s 0
0 0 1


 , (12)

wheres can be computed froms2 = det(Hnonrigid). The goal
is to control the robots in such a way that all the homographies
are led to Hd and therefore, the desired configuration is
reached.

The homographyHnonrigid relates each pointp of the
current image with the corresponding pointp′ in the desired
formation image withp′ = Hnonrigid p. The desired ho-
mographyHd is used now to define the goal location of the
robots/points in the image aspd = (Hd)−1 p′. Notice that
the desired location of the robots in the image computed from
the desired homography is not constant and varies with time,
depending on the motion of the camera and the robots.

III. V ISUAL CONTROL LAW

From the desired homography computed as explained in
the previous section, we propose a control scheme to drive
the robots to the desired configuration defined by an image of
that configuration. An overview of the control loop is depicted
in Fig. 2.

A. Robot Model and Coordinate Systems

Different coordinate systems defined in the 3D space are
depicted in Fig. 3. The statex of each robot is denoted as
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RobotsControl law

Rectified

target image

Rectified

current image

Flying

camera

Fig. 2. Overview of the control loop. In each loop of the control, the flying
camera takes a current image of the robots, the desired homographyHd is
computed from the rectified current-target correspondences and used in the
control law to compute the robot velocities necessary to reach the desired
configuration of the multi-robot system.

Fig. 3. Coordinate systems from a top view of the 3D scene.

(x, y, φ)T ∈ R3 in Cartesian coordinates or(ρ, α, φ)T ∈ R3 in
polar coordinates. The robots are steered with(v, ω)T ⊂ R2,
where the linear velocityv is in the direction of the roboty-
axis and the angular velocityω is around the robotz-axis. We
describe the position and orientation of each robot in terms of
the subgroup of planar motionSE(2) of the Euclidean group
in R3. Expressing the kinematic equations of each robot in
polar or Cartesian coordinates in a fixed reference gives





ρ̇ = v cos α
α̇ = −ω + v

ρ sin α

φ̇ = ω

, and





ẋ = −v sin φ
ẏ = v cos φ

φ̇ = ω
, (13)

respectively, being

x = −ρ sinψ and y = ρ cos ψ . (14)

The alignment errorα is defined as the angle between the
robot bodyy-axis and the distance vectorρ,

α = ψ − φ . (15)

We now introduce several variables to define the state of
each robot on the image plane with (ρm, ψm, φm). These
variables are depicted in Fig. 4. The origin of the coordinate

Image plane

Fig. 4. Coordinate systems on the image plane for a robot. Subindexm
denotes that the variable is defined on the image plane (the same variable
without subindexm refers to the 3D space). Pointp is the image projection
of a robot andpd its location to reach the desired configuration of the multi-
robot system.

system for each robotp on the image plane is placed in
the desired locationpd, i.e. the robots are in the desired
configuration when all of them are in the origin of their
respective references (pd).

The variableρm is the distance of the projection of a robot
in the imagep with respect to its desired position in the image
pd, and so

ρm =
√

(px − pd
x)2 + (py − pd

y)2 , (16)

and
ψm = atan2

(−(px − pd
x), (py − pd

y)
)

, (17)

where functionatan2 returns the value of the arc tangent using
the sign of the arguments to determine the quadrant.φm can
be computed directly from the image of the robot or estimated
with φm = atan2(−∆px,∆py). The alignment error on the
imageαm is also defined asαm = φm − ψm.

B. Control Law

The control law is defined as a sequence of two steps with
their respective controllers for each robot. The goal of the first
step is to drive the robots to their target positions in such a way
that the robots are in the desired formation up to orientation,
while the second step corrects the orientation of each robot
within the formation. Note that the motion of each robot is not
independent of the rest of the team; they are all related through
the homography by the definition of the desired configuration.

In the first step, the rotational velocity is defined in such a
way that the robots move toward their desired locations while
the linear velocity is obtained as a function of the distance to
the target in image coordinates. Then, the first controller is
defined for the roboti, with i = 1, ..., N , as

Step 1

{
vi = kv ρi

m

ωi = kω (αi
m − π) ,

(18)

where kv > 0 and kω > 0 are control gains. The image
projection of the distance to the desired positionρi

m and the
value of the alignment errorαi

m are measured directly on the
image plane.

After the first step, the robots are in formation and only a
pure rotation is needed to reach the desired configuration of
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the robot team. The controller for the second step is defined
as

Step 2

{
vi = 0
ωi = −kω

(
(φi

m − ψFm)− (φ0i
m − ψ0

Fm)
)

,
(19)

whereψFm is a representative angle of the robot formation and
it is used to define the relative angles of the robots within the
formation in the image plane. The parameterψFm is defined
for any pair of robots (j, k) as

ψFm = atan2
(−(pj

x − pk
x), (pj

y − pk
y)

)
. (20)

The values ofj and k are selected arbitrarily (withj, k ∈
{1..N} and j 6= k) to be used in (19). The superindex0 in
φ0

m or ψ0
Fm refers to the values of the variables in the reference

image.

C. Stability Analysis

In this section, the stability of the control scheme is ana-
lyzed by means ofLyapunov’s Direct Method.

Proposition 3.1:The closed-loop system (13) is asymptot-
ically stable under the control scheme (18)-(19).

Proof: The control scheme consists of two sequential
controllers that are analyzed step by step in the following.

1) Step 1:The robots perform a motion under the control
law (18), and we define the Lyapunov candidate function as

V G
1 = V G

ρ + V G
α =

N∑

i=1

V i
1 =

N∑

i=1

(
V i

ρ + V i
α

)
, (21)

being N the number of robots. The following analysis is
referred to any roboti, and onceV i

1 is proved to be Lyapunov,
it trivially follows that the candidate function (21) is also
Lyapunov. Hereafter, we omit the superindexi for ease of
notation. The corresponding terms of (21) are defined as

Vρ = (ρc)2/2 , (22)

Vα = (α− ψc − π)2/2 . (23)

The functionV1 is positive definite, given thatV1(x) > 0 for
all x 6= 0 and V1(0) = 0. The derivative of the termVα is
given as

V̇α = (α− ψc − π)
(
−ω +

v

ρc
sin(α− ψc)

)
+ A , (24)

where the termA represents the influence oṅVα of the
variation of the robot goal location because of the combined
motion of the set of robots through the homography:

A = (α− ψc − π) · ψ̇c = (α− ψc − π)
· (ρ̇ρd sin(ψ − ψd)

(
ρ2

c − ρ2 − ρ2
d

)

+ρρ̇d sin(ψ − ψd)
(
ρ2

c + ρ2 + ρ2
d

)

+ρρd(ψ̇ − ψ̇d) cos(ψ − ψd)
(
ρ2

c + ρ2 + ρ2
d

)

+2ρρdρcρ̇c sin(ψ − ψd)) /
(
2ρ2ρ2

c

)
, (25)

whereρd, xd, yd andψp are defined for one robot in Fig. 3,
and the corresponding derivatives are given as follows:

ρ̇ = v cos α ,

ψ̇ = (v sin α)/ρ ,

ρ̇c = v cos(α− ψc) + ẋd sin ψp + ẏd cos ψp ,

ρ̇d = (xdẋd − ydẏd)/ρd ,

ψ̇d = (xdρ̇d − ẋdρd)/(cos ψdρ
i 2
d ) . (26)

Developing the expression oḟVα with the values ofv and
ω, we obtain

V̇α = −kω(α− ψc − π)(αm − π) + A

+kv
ρm

ρc
(α− ψc − π) sin(α− ψc)

= −kω(α− ψc − π)(αm − π) + A

−kv
ρm

ρc
(α− ψc − π) sin(α− ψc − π) . (27)

Notice that αm is the image projection of(α − ψc) and
thereforesign(α − ψc − π) = sign(αm − π). Then, all the
terms of V̇α are negative exceptA, which can be positive or
negative and is analyzed later.

In addition, the derivative ofVρ is given as

V̇ρ = ρc ρ̇c = ρc v cos(α− ψc) + R

= kv ρc ρm cos(α− ψc) + R , (28)

where the termR represents the influence oṅVρ of the
variation of the robot goal location because of the combined
motion of the set of robots through the homography:

R = ρc(ẋd sin ψp + ẏd cos ψp) . (29)

The previous derivative (28) can be positive or negative
depending on the value of(α−ψc) andR, which is analyzed
later. There are two possible cases: The first term of (28) is
negative if|α−ψc| > π/2 or positive if |α−ψc| ≤ π/2. This
second case requires further analysis. Thus, we now study the
conditions that makėV1 < 0 when |α − ψc| ≤ π/2. We can
write the following expressions:

V̇1 = V̇α + V̇ρ

V̇1 = −kω(α− ψc − π)(αm − π)

−kv
ρm

ρc
(α− ψc − π) sin(α− ψc − π)

+kv ρc ρm cos(α− ψc) + Q

V̇1 < −kω(α− ψc − π)(αm − π)
+kv ρc ρm cos(α− ψc) + Q , (30)

where we denoteQ = A + R. In the considered case (|α −
ψc| ≤ π/2), we can determine the upper and lower bounds of
the terms in (30). On the one hand, the worst case for the first
term of V̇α is when(α−ψc−π) = −π/2, i.e. (α−ψc) = π/2
and αm = π/2. On the other hand, the worst case forV̇ρ is
when |α− ψc| = 0. Then,

V̇1 < −kω(π2/4) + kv ρc ρm + Q . (31)

The condition forV̇1 < 0 can be derived from the last equation
as

kω >
4
π2

(kv ρc ρm + Q) . (32)
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Notice that the values ofρc and ρm are finite in a real
application and lead to an upper bound (i.e. we assume that
the robots are not placed initially at infinite distance). Notice
also that the termsA (25) andR (29) in Q are smooth and
bounded functions assuming again that the robots are initially
placed at finite distance. Additional development is necessary
to show that termṡxd andẏd in Q are bounded. For each robot,
the vectorxd = (xd, yd, zd, 1) in homogeneous coordinates is
the reprojection of the desired image point position of the
robot pd = (pd

x, pd
y, 1) to the 3D space. The point projection

is given by pd = KPxd whereK ∈ R3×3 is the camera
calibration matrix andP ∈ R3×4 is the projection matrix [24].
Additionally, we defined in Section II-D thatpd = (Hd)−1 p′,
beingp′ the point coordinates on the target image. Thus, we
can write

xd = P+ K−1 (Hd)−1 p′ , (33)

beingP+ the pseudo-inverse ofP. Given thatK andp′ are
constant, the derivative of the previous expression yields

ẋd =
(
Ṗ+ K−1 (Hd)−1 + P+ K−1 (Ḣd)−1

)
p′ . (34)

The derivative of the projection camera matrixP is bounded
given that it depends on the arbitrary camera motion, which
is assumed to be bounded. The derivative of the desired
homographyHd is also bounded as it depends on the bounded
camera motion and the motion of the robots, which are
assumed to be initially placed at a finite distance. Then, the
valuesẋd andẏd are bounded. We also need to check possible
singularities that could makeQ unbounded. In particular, there
would be singularities when the following terms are equal to
zero: ρ, ρc, ρd, and cosψd. On the one hand, given that the
global coordinate system can be chosen arbitrarily, without
loss of generality we can select this reference guaranteing that
ρ 6= 0, ρd 6= 0, andcos ψd 6= 0. On the other hand, we have
ρc equal to zero when the desired formation is reached. In that
case,ρc = 0 implies ρ = ρd, ψ = ψd and H = Hd, which
also implies thatv = 0, ẋd = 0 and ẏd = 0, finally yielding
the bounded valueQ = 0.

Therefore, suitable values can be found to define the control
gainskv andkω so that condition (32) holds. Under this condi-
tion, which in fact is rather conservative,V̇1 < 0 is guaranteed.
Therefore, the control in the first step is asymptotically stable.

We can also approximate the time response of this first
step by considering that the motion of the goal formation in
the image is not significant in comparison with the robots’
motion (Q ≈ 0) and that the rotational correction is faster
than the distance correction(α − ψc) ≈ π. The validity
of both approximations were supported by the experimental
evaluation. We also denotekρ as the constant ratioρm/ρc

which depends on the camera calibration parameters and the
image rectification procedure. Then, from (21) and (30) and
using the above mentioned approximations, we can write:
V̇1 ≈ −2 kv kρ V1. The solution of this first-order equation
is V1(x, t) ≈ V1(x, 0) exp(−2kvkρt). This approximation
presents a exponential convergence rate2kvkρ of the first step
controller that can be tuned with the value ofkv.

2) Step 2:The robots perform a pure rotation such that the
desired relative orientation of the robots in the formation is
achieved. The Lyapunov function is defined as

V G
2 =

N∑

i=1

V i
2 , (35)

where the roboti gives

V i
2 = (φi − ψF − φ0i + ψ0

F )2/2 , (36)

where the parameterψF is defined similarly to (20) for any
pair of robots (j, k ∈ {1..N} with j 6= k) in the 3D space as

ψF = atan2
(−(xj − xk), (yj − yk)

)
. (37)

The superindex0 in φ0 or ψ0
F refers to their corresponding

values in the desired formation of the reference image. Given
that the input information is defined by a similarity transfor-
mation, which preserves angles and ratios of lengths, we have
that the projection ofψF is equal toψFm (and equivalently,
the projection ofψ0

F to ψ0
Fm).

In the following, we omit the superindexi for ease of nota-
tion. The functionV2 is positive definite given thatV2(x) > 0
for all x 6= 0 andV2(0) = 0. The derivative ofV2 yields

V̇2 = (φ− ψF − φ0 + ψ0
F )ω

= −kω(φ− ψF − φ0 + ψ0
F ) (φm − ψFm

−φ0
m + ψ0

Fm) . (38)

It can be seen that both multiplying terms ofV̇2 correspond
to the rotational error with the same sign. Therefore,V̇2

is negative definite and the control in the second step is
asymptotically stable. Moreover, from (38) we can write
V̇2 = −2kωV2. The solution of this first-order equation is
V2(x, t) = V2(x, 0) exp(−2kωt). This guarantees the ex-
ponential convergence ofV2 to zero, and the exponential
convergence rate of the state can be determined by2kω.

We have analyzed the stability in each of the two sequential
steps showing that the individual controllers are asymptotically
stable. In our control scheme, the switching of the control laws
is performed ensuring that the system under the first controller
will switch, in finite time, to the second controller when the
error is lower than a threshold. Therefore, we can conclude that
the system is asymptotically stable under the control scheme
(18)-(19).

IV. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, simulations and real experiments showing
the performance of the control scheme are presented.

A. Simulations

The virtual environment of the simulations assumes that the
projection of the robots in the images can be detected and
identified in order to match each robot with its correspondence
in the other images. The results of two experiments are shown
in Figs. 5 and 6.

In the first example, four robots are considered while the
flying camera motion follows a helix with variable radius. The
robots are initially in an arbitrary configuration and the goal
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Fig. 5. Simulation with the flying camera undergoing a motion following a helix with variable radius. Top-left: Desired configuration for 4 robots in a square.
Top-middle: Top view of the camera (the initial position of the camera is depicted with a triangle inside a circle) and the robots. The initial configuration is
drawn with dashed line and the path followed by the robots to reach the desired configuration is shown (thick lines). Top-right: Trace of the robots in the
image plane. Second row: 3D view of the camera and robots motion. Evolution of entries (h11, h12, h13, h23) of the desired (thick lines) and current (thin
lines) homographies between the robots. Linear and angular velocities of the robots.

is to reach the desired one which, in this case, is a square.
Figure 5 shows the desired configuration of the robots and
their motion from their initial positions to the final ones. It
can be seen that the desired configuration is correctly reached
both in shape and size. The trace of the robots projected
in the image plane is also depicted. The behavior of the
points in the image is not intuitive because it is the result
of the combined motion of the robots and the camera. The
plots of the evolution of the homography entries show that
they converge to the desired values of the homographies.
Only entriesh11, h12, h13, and h23 are depicted given that
h22 = h11 and h21 = −h12. Thus, the robots reach the

desired formation when the common homography is finally
obtained. Notice that the final homography does not converge
to a constant value given that it evolves because of the arbitrary
motion of the camera.

In the second example (Fig. 6), six robots are considered
while the flying camera follows a circular motion compounded
with sinusoids in the vertical direction. In this case, the desired
formation is a triangle. Similarly to the previous example,
the motion of the camera and the robots as well as the
evolution of different variables are depicted. As can be seen,
the homography entries converge to the desired ones and the
robots reach the desired configuration independently of the
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Fig. 6. Simulation with the flying camera undergoing a circular motion compounded with sinusoids in the vertical direction. Top-left: Desired configuration
for 6 robots in a triangle. Top-middle: Top view of the camera (the initial position of the camera is depicted with a triangle inside a circle) and the robots.
The initial configuration is drawn with dashed line and the path followed by the robots to reach the desired configuration is shown (thick lines). Top-right:
Trace of the robots in the image plane. Second row: 3D view of the camera and robots motion. Evolution of entries (h11, h12, h13, h23) of the desired
(thick lines) and current (thin lines) homographies between the robots. Linear and angular velocities of the robots.

arbitrary camera motion. Additional simulations depicting the
motion of the robots and the camera are shown in the video
attachment (Video 1).

From a practical point of view, we have to consider the
effect of disturbances or noise in the control loop to evaluate its
behaviour in that situation. Thus, the next simulations evaluate
the performance of the control scheme in the presence of
image noise. For this purpose, Gaussian image noise is added
to the image information used in the control loop. The results
of Fig. 7 correspond to an experiment that has been carried
out using the same setup of the simulation in Fig. 5, but in
the presence of image noise with standard deviationσ = 3

pixels. The evolution of the system and different variables are
depicted in Fig. 7. It can be seen that the noisy measurements
are directly propagated from the image plane to the computed
homographies, and also to the desired target homography, and
finally to the computed velocities for the robots. Despite the
noisy input information, the system behaves correctly showing
robust performance. The result of another test is also provided
in the bottom-left graph of Fig. 7. In this test, the control is
executed with different levels of image noise. In particular,
Gaussian image noise is added to the image information with
standard deviationσ from 0 to 10 pixels. For each execution,
the distances between the robots in the obtained final formation
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Fig. 7. Simulation of Fig. 5 in the presence of image noise withσ = 3 pixels. Top-left: Top view of the camera (the initial position of the camera is depicted
with a triangle inside a circle) and the robots. Middle-left: Trace of the robots in the image plane. Top-right: Evolution of entries (h11, h12, h13, h23) of the
desired (thick lines) and current (thin lines) homographies between the robots. Bottom-right: Linear and angular velocities of the robots. Bottom-left: distance
error in the final formation for a set of experiments with different values of image noise fromσ of 0 to 10 pixels.

are compared with the desired formation and depicted in
percentage. The corresponding plot provided in Fig. 7 shows
that the obtained error increases in an approximately linear
trend with the image error. This result demonstrates that the
controlled system performs properly in the presence of the
different levels of noise.

The control scheme was also tested against variation of the
camera calibration parameters. In particular, the focal length
of the camera is modified during the control simulating the use
of the zoom. The same setup of the first simulation (Fig. 5) is
used again but changing the focal length from12 mm at the
beginning of the simulation to6 mm at the end. The result
of this experiment is depicted in Fig. 8, where the motion of
the camera and the robots as well as the evolution of different
variables are depicted. As expected, the images obtained com-
pared with the first simulation are different as they depend on
the intrinsic camera parameters, and this is confirmed checking
the trace of the robots on the image plane depicted in Fig. 8.
Consequently the obtained values of the homography entries
are also different. However, the desired square configuration is
reached correctly independently of the focal length variations
without affecting the control performance.

From the point of view of the local navigation, one issue

when dealing with multi-robot systems is the problem of
obstacle avoidance. This issue is out of the scope of this work
and the procedures presented in [5], [29], [30] could be used
here.

B. Real Experiments

The real experiments were carried out with the robot
platforms shown in Fig. 9. The size of the robots is13 cm
of diameter and7 cm of height. The uncalibrated external
camera is connected through Firewire to a laptop, an Intelr
CoreTM 2 Duo CPU at 2.50 GHz with operating system
Ubuntu Linux. Different camera lenses have been used in the
results provided, in particular with a focal length of3 mm,
or 4.8 mm. The robots are equipped on top with patterns
consisting of circular codes that allow their detection and
identification in the images. The images are acquired with
size 1280 × 960 pixels and the image processing relays on
the OpenCV library. The robot velocities computed using the
control scheme presented are sent to the robots by Wireless
Ethernet network communication. Currently, the control loop
of the implementation runs at8 frames per second.

An example of the rectifying procedure presented in Section
II-B is given in Fig. 10. This image has been acquired with a
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Fig. 8. Simulation of Fig. 5 with arbitrary modification of camera calibration parameters. Top-left: Top view of the camera (the initial position of the camera
is depicted with a triangle inside a circle) and the robots. Middle-left: Trace of the robots in the image plane. Bottom-left: arbitrary focal length variation
during the experiment. Top-right: Evolution of entries (h11, h12, h13, h23) of the desired (thick lines) and current (thin lines) homographies between the
robots. Bottom-right: Linear and angular velocities of the robots.

Canon Digital IXUS800 camera. The robots are in the desired
configuration, a square, and they are labelled with circular
codes used for their detection and identification. Four circular
codes are also set on the corners of the workspace for carrying
out the rectification processing in a simple way. Because of
the projective transformation through the camera imaging, the
square formation is seen as a rhombus on the image plane and,
after the rectification, the obtained image shows that the multi-
robot formation in the image corresponds to an actual square.
Notice that the image is rectified to a similarity transformation,
and no metric information is required for this process. In
particular, the parallel and orthogonal condition between the
corners of the workspace is used. In the figure, all the image
is rectified, whereas in the real experiments, only the points
representing the robots are rectified.

The results of the first experiment are shown in Fig. 11. In
this experiment, the external camera is fixed during the control.
The camera mounts a lens with focal length of3 mm. The
target image is the one depicted in Fig. 10, where the desired
configuration of the robots is a square. Initially, the robots
are placed arbitrarily in the workspace. The path followed by
each robot during the execution is plotted on the acquired final
image. The results show that the control performs well and the

Fig. 9. Khepera III robot from K-Team S.A.

desired configuration is reached. For security and to prolong
the battery duration, the maximum velocity of the robots is
restricted to3 cm/s as can be seen in the plot of the linear
velocities.

The next experiment employs the same previous target
image and is carried out following an arbitrary camera motion
using a hand held camera mounting a lens of focal length4.8
mm. Sequences of images acquired in two different experi-
ments are displayed in Fig. 12. The first image corresponds to
the robots in the initial arbitrary configuration, two intermedi-
ate images are shown and the last image depicts the robots at
the end of the experiment, showing convergence to the desired
configuration. The motion of the robots in one experiment
tracked in the image plane is depicted in Fig. 13. It can be seen
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Fig. 11. Results of a real experiment. From left to right: Initial image; Final image where the robots have reached the desired squared configuration (The
tracks of the robots during their motion are drawn); Right: Linear and angular velocities sent to the robots, respectively.

Fig. 10. Left: Reference image of the desired multi-robot configuration.
Right: target image after rectification.

that the trajectories of the robots in the image plane are quite
contorted because of the arbitrary motion of the camera and the
unsteady hand of the camera carrier. The velocities computed
by the control scheme and sent to the robots are also depicted
in Fig. 13. The results show that the control scheme deals
properly with the arbitrary motion of the camera leading the
robots to the desired configuration. Notice that, although the
camera used during the experiment was different to the camera
used to acquire the reference image, the performance of the
approach is not affected and the system converges properly
despite changes in the intrinsic camera parameters. The video
attachmentVideo 2 shows results from real experiments.

In some multi-robot applications, robots are required not
only to achieve formations to accomplish complex tasks but
also to move in formation. In this case, it is interesting for
the multiple mobile robots to have the ability to move in
formation along specified paths or to maintain the desired
relationship of leader-follower formations. In fact, this is a
natural extension of the work presented here. Although this
application was not in the core of our proposal and it has
not been developed, the method proposed can be used for
following in formation a specified path or for following one
robot as leader in formation. The simulation inVideo 3 is
given as a mere example to illustrate this application. In
this example, the group of robots moves in formation while
following the leader, whose motion is unknown for the rest of
the robots.

V. CONCLUSION

A new control scheme has been proposed to lead a group of
robots to a desired configuration. The control law is based on

a particular homography parametrization that allows to define
the desired location of the robots in the image plane. The
advantages of this approach are the simplicity of the definition
of any arbitrary desired configuration for the set of robots and
that the control law does not require the knowledge of the
arbitrary 3D motion of the uncalibrated flying camera. The
validity of the approach is supported by simulations and real
experiments that show the effectiveness and good performance
of the homography-based control scheme. The application to
multi-robot systems of the geometry-based approach proposed
here through the homography is quite promising from the point
of view of efficiency since all the required information in
the control loop is encapsulated in just one homography. In
particular, in each control loop only a linear system needs to
be solved to compute the homography induced by the robots,
which is a good property from the viewpoint of algorithm
scalability.
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